Golf is the best sport,
but it takes practice
to hit good shots.

SMARTGOLF makes it
simple.
On a golf course with clear skies and panoramic
views, it takes practice to climb the green grass,
hit great shots, and play golf with your friends.
To make swing practice a little easier and more
convenient, scientific golf practice is required,
and SMARTGOLF Club allows you to practice
swing easily and accurately indoors.
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SCORES ARE A PROCESS, NOT A GOAL.

Be the subject of your own practice.
A good coach can teach the golf swing with the

Even if you swing by yourself, the app

fame and rich experience of his prime, but each

analyzes it, tells you what is the most

person's physical characteristics are different, so

wrong, and even coaches you on how to

you need to find a coach that is suitable for you.
Even with expensive coaching, you will eventually
improve your swing only if you practice. Now that
the swing principle of golf has been mathematically
revealed, it is now possible to analyze and train
more scientifically through SMARTGOLF.

Scientific Analysis and
Coaching
Golf is no longer just a symbol of the older
affluent. Golf is the 1st sport that people in
their 20s and 30s want to learn.
Golf practice that starts anew needs to be
scientific and systematized for the digital
generation. You can practice and improve
your skills conveniently by yourself with
automatic analysis and coaching in the app
and system rather than the traditional
experience-oriented coaching.

improve it. You can practice on your own
by following this coaching from the app

SMARTGOLF
ELABORATES IT.
Existing swing analyzers and simulators only
show data in the impact section or simulate the

trajectory of the ball even at a price range of
tens of thousands of dollars. Data at the moment
of impact is important, but not enough.
To improve your swing, you need more
information, not the result of a hit or miss. In
particular, to improve the swing through the
correlation of such information, it is necessary to
understand the mechanism of the swing..

PERHAPS THE
BEST SWING IS
THE ONE YOU'VE
INTENDED,
UNDERSTOOD,
AND PRACTICED.

A.I ALGORITHM
SMARTGOLF is analyzing the entire swing
section by applying a scientific algorithm. In
addition, AI swing posture analysis is
performed through machine learning, and
SMARTGOLF's algorithm provides indications
and solutions for the most problematic
indicators in this swing.

ONLY SCIENCE ADVANCES THE
WORLD.

3D REPRESENTATION
AND ANALYSIS
• The avatar swing of the app that imitates
the free movement of the club at the
same time
• The entire swing area and impact section

are expressed and reproduced in 3D.
• Individual and comprehensive analysis
display with 3D manner along the time
axis by machine learning

BE THE SUBJECT OF YOUR OWN TRAINING.
No matter how good teachers and training
methods are, your body is yours and your golf
swing is also yours. Therefore, swing analysis

Now, get away from the anxious swing
practice of whether this is right, and

made after a light swing, and it is an important

become the subject of golf swing training

tool and method for self-learning to know

yourself.

whether the swing has been improved or not.
Sometimes learning from a good teacher, but
always swinging by yourself so that you can
practice, changing the form yourself according
to the coaching results of the App and
comparing them is a new paradigm of golf
practice.

IMPROVING YOUR SKILLS with SMARTGOLF
SMARTGOLF mathematically elucidates the golf

Improve your golf skills by understanding

swing algorithm so that anyone can clearly

the fundamental interpretation of problems

understand it. Scientific swing analysis is

related to swing distance and direction as

performed by analyzing 3 circular motions and

well as swing repetition with SMARTGOLF.

1 linear motion, and also scientifically analyzing
your swing problems through the camera. With
full explanations of these physical algorithms
and video tutorials for each part to follow, you
can easily improve your golfing skills.

CUSTOM GOLF
LESSONS
It provides a slightly more lenient golf swing
error range for beginners and more
sophisticated swing data for professionals.
SMARTGOLF provide golf lessons that allow
you to learn step by step from basic

movements based on physical principles
according to your golf skills.

SMARTGOLF AI
ANALYZER
The SMARTGOLF AI Analyzer has a short club
length for indoor practice, but the 30cm strap on
the head and LEDs allow for correct addressing
and impact.
Silicone on the head and silicone on the grip are

designed to help with safety and prevent slipping
even without gloves. Swings with this club are
automatically recorded and analyzed using
machine learning techniques to lead to scientific
coaching.

IT'S NEVER TOO
EARLY OR TOO
LATE TO
PRACTICE YOUR
SWING TO GET
YOUR BEST SHOT.

INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY
Patents application and registration in USA,
Korea, Japan, PCT

GOLF IS SCIENCE.

GOLF PRACTICE
ANYWHERE
• Contuous practice is needed for the
desired shot in a great field.
• Although the length is short,
SMARTGOLF, which is complemented
by a 30cm strap, does not lose its form
even if you swing anywhere.
• Swing at home, in the yard, in the
warehouse, or in the indoor hallway, if
you have a little safe distance.

BE THE SUBJECT OF YOUR OWN SUCCESS.
You must understand scientific principles in

Create your own golf swing with the AI

order to practice on your own rather than

algorithm learning method developed by

relying solely on the experiences of others. You

SMARTGOLF. When interpretation is difficult,

can make a swing according to your body by

you can get help from a good coach provided

understanding it first and practicing steadily.

by the App. After receiving coaching, practice

However, for a swing with continuous

on your own again and become the subject of

consistency, correct analysis and trend statistics

success.

of accumulated analysis results are required.
SMARTGOLF helps self-learning through the App.

